Abstract. As a hot topic smart car front pedestrian detection is developed from the single camera to the binocular cameras, which is developed from the single camera to the establishment of a pedestrian detection system based on binocular vision goals, according to the geometric model of parallel imaging studies binocular camera binocular camera calibration and use the Software Development Kit API function call system Get the calibration parameters of the camera. On the basis of the visual system of parallel imaging geometry model of access to information on the depth of the analysis, establishing the foundation for stereo matching and three-dimensional reconstruction. As a similarity measure using the SAD function, to achieve stereo matching, and analyze the impact of matching results matches the template may cause. Through the experiment, to determine the cause of different sizes to match the template matching results have great differences, and by analyzing the results to determine the size of the template used herein match.
Introduction
Imitation of the human eye to observe objects, using two cameras will produce parallax, thereby sensing method within the scene object distance, which we call binocular stereo vision technology. People's eyes in the horizontal direction so that the distance separating the two people can differ slightly from the perspective of a pedestrian to perceive within the scene, in the distance from the pedestrian different people around the dot will be formed on the two positions will be presented retina different, the same person in the two retinal image disparity that is the difference between this position, the size disparity reflects the object distance, which is the depth information. Once if we have the two-dimensional image information and the corresponding depth information, we can reconstruct the three-dimensional coordinates of the object. Binocular stereo vision technology using this principle to acquire parallax imaging field of view of the scene, and then extract the relative depth information with respect to the camera according to certain geometrical relationship.
A complete process is mainly divided into stereoscopic image acquisition, camera calibration, feature extraction, stereo matching and 3D reconstruction module. In these modules, image acquisition, feature extraction and three-dimensional reconstruction depends on the application area, so relatively few of their research. How to make the calibration algorithm operation easier and run more quickly and accurately, it is the main objective at this stage in the practical application. Stereo matching stereo vision research is important and difficult, is to solve the core problem of stereo vision. Research focused on two key components of stereo vision: camera calibration and stereo matching [1] .
Depth the Key Issues of Access to Information
Camera calibration accurate or not, directly affect the accuracy of stereo matching and subsequent three-dimensional reconstruction. Camera imaging model conversion relationship between the projection points between scenes surface position and its image, described the camera geometrical optical properties and orientation relative to the world coordinate system information, software get inside and outside the parameters of the process is called camera calibration. Camera calibration method involves the camera imaging model and calibration methods designed two problems. Camera imaging model is divided into two categories: direct and indirect camera model, the camera directly to the camera model is built on the basis of physical parameters, typically a pinhole model, DLT model and expansion model. Indirect camera model only describes the scene point to the image point in the process does not calculate the physical parameters of the camera, there is a typical representative of bi-planar model [2] . How to obtain depth information of the object, the key problems to be solved are three: First, determining the trajectory from each pixel corresponds to a 3D space, it is point the camera to the imaged object on the image plane in the course of the trajectory of light through. This work is often described as "camera calibration", it aims to solve complex nonlinear relationship between the camera image plane of the image and the actual into the space between the points. Causes spatial point nonlinear relationship between the point and the like usually have: the camera due to manufacturing errors and other reasons, there are differences between the optical imaging system with a pinhole camera model, this difference is reflected in the two-dimensional image of the nonlinear geometric the distortion, in addition to the quantization error and instability camera imaging process digital images generated in the process will lead to the above-mentioned complex nonlinear relationship.
Second, matching the corresponding point disparity strike before. Because audiences are for the camera is not an idealized particle, but has a certain size and volume of the object, and therefore in the imaging process, the three-dimensional object projected onto the image plane of the camera as the two are not just two points but it has a certain number of effective pixels a pair of stereo pairs. In other words, for each point of space objects, which at one point imaging camera image plane, can correspond to the points on the object in the image plane of a camera in addition to the image point. Find the corresponding point in the process is called matching, stereo matching is another key issue in the process of extracting depth information objects need to be solved, one of the research is its stereo vision technology related algorithms main content.
Third, the disparity is calculated based on the match point. The calculation of the parallax is a certain system geometry on the basis of, When the camera position and baseline determination, depth information space objects would only parallax related to the accuracy of the case disparity map directly related to the depth of extraction accuracy [3] .
Matching Algorithm to Achieve
Image acquisition stage has been corrected epipolar line, the stereo matching process so that the image of the epipolar constraint is satisfied, the reduced search space, stereo matching is studied in Experiment undistorted image among the pairs. Stereo matching process, using Triclops SDK libraries can be two basic matching algorithm: stereo matching features stereo matching based and regional-based. Feature-based matching produces sparse disparity map, based on a small area of the matching calculation, real time, can generate dense disparity map. In order to obtain a dense disparity map, and then get depth data, selection experiments based stereo matching area. Fig. 1 illustrates the process-based stereo matching area. Where in SAD algorithm which processes shown in Figure 2 . In the right image produced by the camera as a reference image matching algorithm implementation process is based on a reference image to be matched for each point as the center, to create a certain size square neighborhood window; then determined based on the search criteria epipolar constraint _ space (outer polar) as an arbitrary point at the center of the same size as the establishment of a sliding neighborhood windows; the neighborhood of the reference image and the sliding window is covered over each pixel neighborhood aligned for comparison, the similarity measure calculating (SAD), search for a minimum similarity measure to determine matches.
Each will have a stereo matching algorithm to match its associated cost function used in this paper is based on the image pixel gray feature SAD function, the advantage is speed, although the accuracy is not the highest existing algorithms, but also by interpolation matching precision can reach sub-pixel. Figure 3 shows the parallel binocular vision system based on correlation matching schematic window to the right camera for the reference camera. Two camera images have been corrected, according to epipolar constraints, two outside lines parallel to each other, searching for matching points only in line for a very, y direction ignoring the poor. It is shown in the image to match any one scan line dot in Figure 3 . On the right plane image point mr (i, j), on the left the plane with a width of (2w + 1) square window in a certain parallax range search to find the corresponding point ml (i + d, j), for the search to be matched ml and the degree of similarity mr point, with the SAD calculation. SAD is calculated as follows:
where in, d max and d min is the maximum and minimum disparity value disparity, d is the disparity value, and min
, w is the matching template size, I right and I left is the two images on the right and left of the point to be matched gray value. After completion of SAD calculation, simply select the make this similarity measure to achieve the minimum point value is considered to be the best match point.
Experiment and Analysis
Matching window, also known as template matching. In the window-based matching algorithm, the template for the size of the local match with direct impact on the result of a match. Application of the large size of the template to produce a smooth dense disparity map, but in the case of occlusion or discontinuous presence will lose useful information, there mismatching, and is liable to increase imaging perspective distortion; the small size of the template will inability to contain enough information so that the brightness of the image matching difficult to produce the final disparity map also become sparse or noise, but small-sized template in favor of depth discontinuities successful match portion.
This article in VC++ development environment, the use of gray dot Triclops SDK company realization distortion correction and stereo matching pairs of images, and outputs the disparity map. Stereo matching process to achieve the main, to obtain configuration of the camera, loading images, image correction, image resolution settings, set the parallax range, set the template size, matching process to obtain a disparity map. Figure 6 (a, b, c, d, e) shows the disparity map under different template sizes. As shown in Figure 5 , the data collection for the eyes, the left is the left side of the camera, the right is the right of the camera, that is, the input image stereo matching; Figure 6 (a) to (e), respectively, using the template matching 3X3,5X5,7X7,11X11,13X13. Contrast can be seen from the Fig., with the increase of the size of the template, the outline of an image is gradually blurred, but the image around the small plaque was significantly reduced. Use 3X3 template obtained disparity map has a lot of noise, the picture is not clean, but in the depth discontinuity areas performed well; the disparity map using a disparity map obtained 11XII template than the aforementioned small-size template smoother, less noise is also , fuzzy edge profile is not the same as when using 13X13 template. So choose 11X11 matching templates during the experiment as a stereo matching window size.
Summary
The main advantage of stereo vision for the smart car in front pedestrian detection research, the establishment of a system based on binocular vision pedestrian detection target, based on the imaging geometry parallel binocular camera binocular camera calibration research, and use the software development kit call the system API function to get the calibration parameters of the camera. On the basis of the visual system of parallel imaging geometry Model obtain depth were analyzed to establish the theoretical basis for subsequent stereo matching and reconstruction. Using SAD as the similarity measure function to achieve stereo matching, theoretically analyzes the influence of template matching may result in the match. Following the adoption of experiments to determine the different sizes of matching template matching results will have a big difference, and by analyzing the results of experiments to determine the size of the template matching as used herein.
